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"Hispanics are value-oriented consumers who shop at a
variety of stores, and choose their food and drink

destinations based on product price and taste. Still, as
grocery retailing becomes more competitive retailers that

spend the time to understand the different segments of
Hispanic shoppers will be in a better position to determine
how they can fit in their shopping approach to stand out."

- Juan Ruiz, Director of Hispanic Insights

This report looks at the following areas:

• Four segments of Hispanic shoppers approach food and drink shopping with different
motivations

• Brands need to look beyond product/pricing to stand out
• Hispanics don’t associate many store types with key attributes
• Appeal to Hispanics’ sense of responsibility
• Recruit Enthusiastic Shoppers as brand ambassadors for in-store prepared food
• Stress the positives to reinforce Hispanics’ perception of value
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Hispanic parents feel the need to claim grocery shopping responsibility

Price and taste are the foundation to get Hispanics’ attention

Sophistication and confidence go hand in hand

Less affluent Hispanics are less likely to have remorse about how much they spend grocery shopping

Hispanics use coupons on familiar products

Store flyers and the need for digital versions

Hispanics like Walmart

Hispanics can overstate their contributions to grocery shopping
Figure 29: Grocery shopping responsibility, indexed to all, August 2018

Figure 30: Grocery shopping responsibility, by gender and parental status, August 2018

Hispanic women grow into the role
Figure 31: Grocery shopping responsibility, by gender and age, August 2018

Price and taste are key drivers

Brand and tradition are secondary
Figure 32: Important attributes in food and drinks Hispanics buy, August 2018

Priorities evolve with age
Figure 33: Important attributes in food and drinks Hispanics buy, by age, August 2018

Gender roles influence key drivers
Figure 34: Important attributes in food and drinks Hispanics buy, by gender, August 2018

Attitudinal differences don’t change core drivers
Figure 35: Important attributes in food and drinks Hispanics buy, by attitudinal segments, August 2018

Are Hispanics shopping at multiple stores?

Yes, driven by attitudinal differences rather than demographic differences
Figure 36: Share of Hispanics shopping at multiple stores, by key demographics, August 2018

Do Hispanics know which store offers the best value for what they need?

Yes, but those who shop at fewer stores are not convinced
Figure 37: Walmart’s Savings Catcher savings notification email, November 2018

Figure 38: Share of Hispanics who know which store offers best value, by key demographics, August 2018

Do Hispanics have a fixed budget for grocery shopping?

Less affluent Hispanics try to stay within a fixed budget
Figure 39: Share of Hispanics with a fixed grocery shopping budget, by key demographics, August 2018

Do Hispanics feel they spend more money/time than they should grocery shopping?

Some regrets signal need for action
Figure 40: Share of Hispanics who feel they spend more money/time than they should grocery shopping, by key demographics, August
2018
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The importance of empowering shoppers
Figure 41: Hispanics’ grocery shopping dynamic, August 2018

Figure 42: Hispanics’ grocery shopping dynamic, by attitudinal segments, August 2018

Do Hispanics use coupons?

Yes, but technology may help even more
Figure 43: Dollar General’s acquisition mailing, September 2017

Figure 44: Share of Hispanics who use of coupons if they can, by gender and age, August 2018

Do Hispanics embrace loyalty programs?

Yes, but rewards need to be achievable
Figure 45: Share of Hispanics who feel rewarded when using store loyalty cards, by language spoken at home and household income,
August 2018

Do Hispanics find store flyers useful?

Yes, but age influences engagement
Figure 46: Hispanics’ opinion about store flyers helpfulness, by gender and age, August 2018

Does having Hispanic foods and beverages make a difference?

Hispanic foods and beverages help to remain top-of-mind
Figure 47: Importance of having Hispanic foods and beverages, by language spoken at home and household income, August 2018

On average, Hispanics typically shop at multiple places
Figure 48: Hispanics’ grocery shopping destinations, August 2018

Attitudes toward shopping influence where Hispanics shop
Figure 49: Hispanics’ grocery shopping destinations, by attitudinal segments, August 2018

Preferred brands and atmosphere drive Hispanics’ loyalty
Figure 50: Correspondence Analysis – Perceptions of types of stores, August 2018

Figure 51: Perceptions of types of stores, August 2018
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Figure 53: Hispanic Enthusiastic Shoppers’ grocery shopping destinations, indexed to all Hispanics, August 2018

Figure 54: Hispanic Pragmatic Shoppers’ grocery shopping destinations, indexed to all Hispanics, August 2018

Figure 55: Hispanic Unengaged Shoppers’ grocery shopping destinations, indexed to all Hispanics, August 2018

Figure 56: Hispanic Confident Shoppers’ grocery shopping destinations, indexed to all Hispanics, August 2018
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